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1. Brief introduction to Classic Car Coin (CCC)
The concept behind the Classic Car Coin (CCC) was created to reflect a passion for
vehicles and the search for profitable investment categories suitable for diversifying
assets over the long term. In light of the challenges of the current economic climate,
investors are selecting material assets which are better at exhibiting profitability and
growth. Hence, Classic Car Coin has set itself the goal of making the market for classic
cars and modern classics accessible to everyone. With its unique business model, the
Classic Car Coin caters equally to fans of classic cars and investors.
The core concept of the Classic Car Coin is to build up a portfolio of classic cars and
modern classics. The strategic acquisition of vehicles with high potential for value
appreciation is intended to achieve long-term and sustainable growth of the portfolio.
The Classic Car Coin is issued as part of a fully regulated Security Token Offering (STO)
and therefore offers an increased level of security for its investors. More information
about security tokens can be found in chapter 4. With the Security Token, the investors
receive a real share of the overall project and are therefore entitled to the profits
generated.
The entity behind Classic Car Coin is Farsight Automotive B.V., which manages the
portfolio with a team of experts. The company possesses an extensive partner
network and is active in Central European, North American, and Asian markets.

2. Market assessment and market overview
Unlike most other industry sectors, the business segment centered around classic cars
and modern classics was not only able to prove its worth in the 2007 economic crisis
as well as the Euro crisis from 2010 onwards despite the strong downwards economic
trend, but also benefit from it. While many business models were faced with a trial
by fire, merchants specializing in modern classics and classic cars were literally sitting
on a golden opportunity. A wide range of vehicles appreciated strongly in value during
these challenging economic times, and promised handsome profits for the sector.
The steady upward trend continued even in times of economic stability. In a ten-year
comparison as evidenced by the German Classic Car Index, shrewd investors driven by
a nose for the right models and equipped with the corresponding know-how benefited
from an impressive appreciation in the value of historical automobiles, and were able
to achieve huge profits by trading in them.
Potential investors started eyeing the industry’s huge opportunities for profits some
time ago. Even the general press has recognized this trend and reports regularly on the
idea of classic cars as an investment asset.
The team behind the Classic Car Coin recognized the signs of the times early on,
and has been participating in the industry’s success for some time now. Apart from
economic know-how, the operators behind the Classic Car Coin possess the necessary
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technical knowledge, and are simultaneously able to benefit from a well-established
network of partners in order to capitalize ideally on the opportunities of this growth
market.

2.1 Unique aspects of the market
The market centered on classic cars and modern classics can be described as a highly
specialized one. Compared to other markets, trading in these mobile investment
assets is weakly structured. While other industry sectors are at least partially
dominated by big players, the general marketplace for modern classics and classic cars
is decentralized in nature.
The supply of modern classics and classic cars with huge appreciation potential is only
public to a limited extent. Many vehicles are available merely within selected circles. In
particular, coveted exotic models are very rarely available on publicly accessible trading
platforms at a profitable price.
Due to the special circumstances, corresponding industry expertise is crucial in order
to enjoy long-term success on the market. Due to the decentralized nature of the
trading platforms, networking with partners, clubs, and other networks constitutes a
vital success factor.

2.2 The fascination with classic cars
Despite the relatively difficult market entry and the industry-specific hurdles, modern
classics and classic cars have always been extremely popular. This trend continues
unabated and is fueled by the continuing backward trend in society. These findings are
confirmed by recent studies:
Around 42% of car owners like seeing classic cars or modern classics on the streets. At
the same time, around 42% of respondents would themselves like to drive a classic car
at some point.
The strongly upswing in the number of classic cars and modern classics further
underscores this impression. As can be seen in the following diagrams from the
Federal Motor Transport Authority (KBA), the number of officially registered classic
cars and modern classics has grown significantly over the span of a decade.
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Development in the no. of vehicles (15 -19 years):

* Federal Motor Transport Authority (KBA) forecast

Development in the no. of modern classics (20 - 29 years):

* KBA forecast

Development in the no. of classic cars (30 years and older):

* KBA forecast

Around 675,000 of the registered cars are older than 30 years. Compared to 2015,
the number of classic cars has increased by more than 37%. An even more positive
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development can be observed in the number of modern classics. At 2,418,775 vehicles,
their number has increased by more than 44% since 2015 . It is not only their numbers
permitting the conclusion that the market situation is highly positive. When viewing
the target groups for classic cars and modern classics, an extremely pleasing situation
emerges. According to a survey, the number of persons interested in classic cars
varied by just 2% on average in a ten-year comparison from 2008 to 2017. The market
centered around classic cars and modern classics therefore exhibits low volatility and
is hence easier to predict — an enduring market!
At the same time, the number of classic cars and modern classics per household
increased sharply in the period from 2011 to 2017.
Number of existing classic cars and modern classics per household:

Source: VF Verlagsgesellschaft mbH and VDA 2018

A similarly positive situation is also observed in the European market. Around 1.5
million vehicle owners are listed in the European Union. Hence, a market exists with
high potential and an annual turnover volume of several billions.

2.3 Classic cars and modern classics as investment assets
As described in section 2.2, the classic car and modern classics market exhibits
great potential and consistency. Apart from market developments, the cars must be
assessed as vehicles and evaluated as investment assets with regard to their growth
potential. Here too, positive signs are identifiable. The indexes for the industry show a
high appreciation in value for classic cars and modern classics not only individually, but
also based on averages.
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The German Classic Car Index provides insight into the overall German market. A
significant increase in value can be observed here. In a ten-year comparison, the index
experienced uninterrupted growth and permits the conclusion that classic cars are a
highly lucrative capital investment.
The same findings were obtained by a study conducted by the internationally
prestigious consulting agency Knight Frank. In this case, the development of luxury
goods was observed in the short, medium, and long term.
Index for luxury goods (Knight Frank Consultants):

Whether it’s gold, shares, art, or real estate: Classic cars as investment assets
outperform all other forms of investment in the report. Historic automobiles are
among the “most stable currencies” in the world. The potential increase in value is
inflation-proof and independent of currency and economic crises. For collectors a
passion, for investors a lucrative business model.
The value of the DAX , the leading share index for German shares, may have more than
doubled in the past decade, but it pales in comparison to the stunning performance
which classic cars achieved as investment assets.
Aside from the index, the market sentiment is also highly positive. More than 30%
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of car owners consider classic cars to be a good investment asset. Among classic car
owners, this opinion is even more strongly established. Almost half of them see classic
automobiles not just as something for aficionados, but also as an investment asset.

2.4 Massive increase in value in all price classes
Upper price segment: Ferrari 250 GTO
Classic cars and modern cars exhibit a more than impressive growth in value,
particularly in the luxury segment. RM Sotheby‘s recently set a new record for
auctions. Acquired in 2000 for a price of 7 million US dollars, a Ferrari 250 GTO fetched
48.4 million US dollars at an auction in August 2018. This corresponds to an increase
in value of around 2.3 million dollars per year, and equates to returns of almost 700%.

Photo: Patrick Emzen © 2018 Courtesy of RM Sotheby`s

Lucrative increases in value are exhibited not just by the luxury models of the classic
car and modern classic segments. Even moderately priced models and vehicles from
the premium segment which lay persons in particular would not associate with such
precipitous leaps in value also impress with very high appreciation. Experts know one
thing: With the right instinct, huge profits can be achieved in all price segments for
classic cars and modern classics.
Middle price segment: Ferrari Testarossa:
Similar developments such can also be observed in the middle price segment. The
1986 Ferrari Testarossa fetched around 56,000 euros six years ago. Today, the sports
car from the Italian automobile manufacturer has a market value of more than
150,000 euros. This corresponds to an increase of 136%.
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Ferrari Testarossa: Increase in value over 6 years: 136%

Lower price segment: Mercedes SL, W 113 and W 114/115
In the lower price segment, two models in particular stand out from the crowd: The
market value of the Pagode (SL from the W 113 series) grew by 76% to currently more
than 83,721 euros on average. The increase was even greater for the „Strich-Achter“
(W 114/115): The market prices climbed by 186% from 2010 to 2015 and had a fivefigure value in the year 2017.

Mercedes W 114/115: Increase in value over 5 years: 186%
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3. Challenges of the industry and advantages of the CCC
Although both classic cars and modern classics have enjoyed a great deal of popularity
for decades and also exhibit strongly positive tendencies with regard to their
suitability as an investment asset, only around 2 million persons own a corresponding
vehicle in the land of the automobile. A similar picture is observed in the international
context. The reason for this can be found in the market itself. The high entry barriers
require a significant level of technical expertise, sufficient capital, and in some cases
will cost the market participants considerable time and effort as well. Profound
expertise regarding the potential for increases in value for individual models is also
seen as a basic requirement in order to realize long-term profits on the market.
The CCC is an instrument with which the lucrative classic car and modern classic
market is made accessible to the general public. With the expertise of the CCC team,
the entry barriers for the market are eliminated, thereby allowing the investor to
participate actively in the positive development of classic cars.

3.1 Capital
Similar to other sectors and investment asset options, the required capital constitutes
a huge challenge for market entry. The acquisition costs for classic cars and modern
classics should be mentioned first of all. The majority of car owners describe the
acquisition costs for a classic automobile as very high. This opinion is backed by
current market data. Even introductory models are associated with significant
expenditures. Models with a modest introductory price exhibit a lower appreciation
potential based on the averages, thereby making them less attractive as investment
assets. In light of these circumstances, it is no wonder that it is high-income earners
in particular who are able to afford an investment asset in the form of a classic
automobile.
Furthermore, in the specialized market centered around classic cars and modern
classics, significant costs on upkeep as well as expenses for restorations and regular
maintenance must also be taken into account. The generally high capital expenditures
are reflected in the market sentiment as well. The majority of car drivers rightly
assume that costs will be considerable.
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It is evident that around 1/3 of respondents invest 1,000 euro or more per year
on servicing their vehicles. At the same time, it can be seen that only every third
respondent spends 500 euros or less annually for these purposes.
First and foremost, it is not only the initial investment which poses a problem, but the
assessment of whether these running costs will not only be offset, but also exceeded
by the successive increase in the classic car’s value. But this is a prerequisite for a
profitable investment. Hence, maintenance, servicing, care, and restoration work must
be carried out efficiently in order to maximize potential profits. Section 6.4 describes
these aspects in greater detail, as well as the benefits of the Classic Car Coin in this
regard.
Advantages of the Classic Car Coin for investors:
High initial costs as well as ongoing monetary expenditures are not something
investors of the Classic Car Coin will have to worry about. With its business model,
even small sums are sufficient to participate in the lucrative modern classics and
classic car market. The shares gradation was kept deliberately fine so that even
investors with a small budget can access the offer. This also facilitates successive later
purchases of tokens for the purposes of portfolio expansion. More information on the
gradations and issuing of the Classic Car Coin can be found in section 4.5.
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3.2 Acquisition
Owners of classic cars and modern classics are highly possessive of their mobile
collectors’ items and are often unwilling to give them up. A look at the figures
from the Federal Motor Transport Authority (KBA) clearly demonstrates this fact.
Only 32,000 classic cars are registered to new owners each year. This corresponds
to a percentage of 4.7% of the total number in this vehicle category. The overall
automobile market exhibits a fluctuation of 19%, and is hence around four times as
high.
In light of this aspect, the acquisition of suitable classic automobiles is already a
huge challenge. At the same time, unlike most other industry sectors, no centralized
market has emerged so far. In particular, the highly decentralized nature of the market
around classic cars and modern classics penalizes market participants who are unable
to access a corresponding network of clubs, associations, and scouts. Real gems are
generally not found on public marketplaces.
Due to this situation, scouting out suitable vehicles requires a correspondingly large
amount of time, and in an ideal case presupposes an extensive network.
Advantages of the Classic Car Coin for investors:
The team behind the Classic Car Coin has access to an existing network, and due to its
industry expertise, is very well-acquainted with a large number of these decentralized
markets. Not only does this permit particularly thorough and cost-effective research,
the team can also use its extensive network to acquire vehicles with a high profit
potential which are not offered on public marketplaces.
Investors therefore do not need to invest any time in the establishment and
maintenance of a corresponding network and are not forced to conduct
comprehensive market research. This maximizes the potential profits.

3.3 Technical know-how
Apart from monetary barriers to entering the market and the necessity to have an
extensive network, the technical know-how also constitutes a central challenge within
the industry. The necessary knowledge about maintenance and care, servicing and
restoring classic cars and modern classics constitutes a basic requirement for many
market participants.
The significance of this knowledge base is also reflected in current survey results.
Almost half of all classic car owners possesses at least rudimentary know-how
and perform simple maintenance tasks and repairs themselves. This trend is also
identifiable among owners of modern classics. Around a third of car owners try to
perform small tasks themselves. Larger mechanical tasks, on the other hand, are
usually performed by suitable specialists.
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Share Classic Car owners who carry out maintenance & restoration themselves

In this regard, the selection of the right workshop plays a central role. After all,
maintenance that is performed by unqualified persons can greatly reduce the value of
classic cars and modern classics.
It is not only newcomers to this industry sector with little experience of cars
who generally have a large deficiency where knowledge regarding the technical
requirements for the classic cars and modern classics is concerned. Even trained car
mechatronics specialists and master car mechanics often need to plug gaps in their
knowledge in order to be able to maintain and restore older vehicles. Due to the
developments within the automobile industry, a constantly decreasing number of
master car mechanics are able to perform challenging tasks on classic automobiles.
This situation is simultaneously reflected in an increased marked price for servicing.
Advantages of the Classic Car Coin for investors:
The knowledge required for maintenance, servicing, care, and restoration is extensive
and difficult to acquire. Newcomers to the industry without corresponding specialist
expertise are forced to have these necessary tasks performed by external service
providers. The associated high costs contradict the approach of an investment asset,
and greatly reduce profits for the vehicle owner in some instances.
The Classic Car Coin team is aware of this challenge and has access to highly
specialized and extremely well-trained specialist personnel. The mechanics ensure
proper and careful execution of the required tasks. If one of the required competencies
is not available in our team, an inquiry is sent out to the necessary contacts in the
network. At the same time, we offer all investors our services at an attractive price.
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3.4 Market assessment
It is not only the technical know-how, but also the knowledge of the value of classic
cars and modern classics which constitutes a central prerequisite for profitable
participation in the market. The value of a classic vehicle is determined by numerous
factors. Beginning with the number of a particular model produced, to originality,
matching numbers, and history, as well as the state of the vehicle, which is in turn
determined by various aspects - all these factors are taken into account when
appraising the vehicle
.
Furthermore, knowledge of models with the potential to appreciate in value forms an
essential basis for profitable trading in classic cars and modern classics. The question
of the ideal time for an investment as well as the sale of a vehicle comes into play
at this point. Negotiating skill and the knowledge of promising sales markets also
increase the profit potential of the classic cars and modern classics.
Advantages of the Classic Car Coin for investors:
Profound industry expertise is crucial to success on the classic car and modern
classics market. By purchasing the Classic Car Coin, investors also do not need to
possess suitable expertise. The CCC team knows the market well and also has the
required knowledge. The CCC can participate competitively on the market thanks to its
excellent networking and the realization of economies of scale.

4. Security Token Offering (STO) of Classic Car Coin
The market centered around classic cars and modern classics exhibits numerous entry
barriers which can be eliminated effectively by the Classic Car Coin. This innovative
business concept opens up the exclusive sector to a wider audience and offers
everyone the option of benefiting from this burgeoning, billion-dollar market. The
Classic Car Coin is not only designed for people who have the necessary capital and
expertise, but allows everyone to invest in the lucrative market.
The establishment of a strategic portfolio of classic cars and modern classics requires
the provision of a corresponding capital base. This will be procured as part of the
Security Token Offering. The financial resources obtained in this manner merely
constitute the starting point of the project. The goal is to constantly enlarge the
portfolio, and therefore to increase the backing behind each Classic Car Coin.
What is a Security Token?
Security Tokens represent regulated investments and are treated as conventional
securities by the respective regulatory authorities. Each Classic Car Coin represents a
real share in the company behind it, the Farsight Automotive B.V.
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4.1 Significance, purchase, and number of tokens
In order to open up the market to persons with small financial budgets as well, the
underlying capital stock was intentionally finely subdivided. At the same time, this
allows individual budgets to be appropriately implemented.
Hence, each Classic Car Coin represents a small portion of the overall portfolio.
Conversely, this means: At the start of the project, each token is backed by a real
equivalent value which comprises assets in the form of classic cars, modern cars, and
other assets of Farsight Automotive B.V. With the realization of initial profits, the
value backed per token gradually increases, which sets a positive price trend in motion.
The Classic Car Coin can be purchased directly on the landing page www.classiccarcoin.
com. The administration of the Classic Car Coins and the payment flow are handled
directly in the DApp.
The DApp can be reached via the following link: https://dapp.ccc.financial/purchase.
html

4.2 Capital appropriation
The capital appropriated as part of the STO will be used to build the strategic
portfolio of classic cars and young classics and to finance business operations. Further
information can be found in the following diagram.

The goal is to provide the largest possible profit potential directly after the start of the
project, thus enabling an increase in overall capital.
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5. Core concept of the Classic Car Coin
The capital accumulated as part of the STO serves as the capital stock of Farsight
Automotive B.V., which is responsible for the management and the structure of
the portfolio. The experienced team behind the Classic Car Coin will initiate all the
necessary processes in order to ensure the fastest possible business operations after a
successful STO. The business model for Classic Car Coin is subdivided into three subcategories:
1. Building a strategic portfolio of classic cars and modern classics
The first subarea represents the core business of the Classic Car Coins and focuses
on the development of a strategic portfolio. The aim is to acquire oldtimer and young
classics with a high inherent potential for value appreciation in order to sell them at a
profit. In the first few years, the majority of the portfolio is held in order to be able to
maximize profits in the long term.
2. Purchase, restoration, and sales of classic cars and modern classics
A large number of the oldtimer and young classics offered on the market are not
in optimal condition and can be increased in value by a professionally carried out
restoration. The team behind the Classic Car Coin has this expertise and is able to
carry out not only restorations but also the necessary maintenance of the classic
cars and young classics. The purchase of vehicles, the restoration and the sale of the
reconditioned vehicle represent another pillar of the business model. This is a midterm profit generation measure.
3. Service offerings centered around classic cars and modern classics
Farsight Automotiv B.V. offers numerous services in addition to the trade in classic
cars. These services serve as an additional source of income for the Classic Car Coin
and to achieve economies of scale.
In principle, all services required in the course of the administration, restoration and
maintenance of the Classic Car Coin portfolio can also be used by external partners and
private individuals. Investors in the Classic Car Coin receive discounts on the services
offered by Farsight Automotive B.V.

5.1 Payment of profits to the investors
The Classic Car Coin is a security token and represents a share of the total value of the
portfolio. The token holders are entitled to a share in the profits. If a profit distribution
is decided , a payment corresponding to the shares held is made to the token holders.
The payment will be announced in advance and thanks to the blockchain technology
behind the Classic Car Coin, it can be tracked transparently at all times.
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5.2 Decision on the use of funds
The Classic Car Coins portfolio is managed by Farsight Automotive B.V. and its
managing directors . Due to their many years of market experience, their wideranging economic and technical expertise and their direct insight into the strategic
development of the Classic Car Coin portfolio, the decision on the use of funds is in the
hands of the two managing directors.
The decision to use the realized profits must be communicated to the investors
immediately after the annual financial statements have been prepared. At the same
time, the decision taken must be clearly justified.
In principle, there are two options in this respect:
1. payout of the profits to the investors
2. etention of profit to maximize the value of the portfolio

5.3 Advantages of profit retention
A payment of the profits generated by the Classic Car Coins is at the discretion of the
management. If the market situation requires, a reinvestment of the generated capital
can be decided in order to enable faster growth of the portfolio. The process of profit
retention increases the counter value of the issued tokens, which can stimulate a
positive share price development.
This process also improves the profit potential of the Classic Car Coins. The desired
result is an increase in future payouts to the investors. The retention of the winnings
is therefore always to be considered as an option in the interests of the investors.

5.4 Portfolio structure
The building of a strategic portfolio of classic cars and modern classics with strong
appreciation potential constitutes the core business of Farsight Automotive B.V. and
hence that of the Classic Car Coin.
As previously described in sub-section 2.4, classic cars and modern classics hold great
profit potential. Via the expertise of the Classic Car Coin team, the potential of these
“vehicular investment assets” can be determined. The strategic structuring of the
portfolio specifies that not only vehicles from one price segment or one manufacturer
are purchased, but that diversification must also take place within the investment
category of classic cars. The industry risk is therefore distributed across numerous
investment assets, thereby ensuring increased security for the value backing the
token.
The structuring of the business model simultaneously increases the project’s capacity
for action. Individual vehicles can — assuming that a corresponding appreciation
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potential is seen — be mothballed and kept. Other vehicles, on the other hand, can
immediately be sold for a profit after successful restoration.
In order to guarantee the highest possible decision-making quality and speed,
management of the portfolio is under the purview of the platform operator.

5.5 Purchase and sales of classic cars and modern classics
As described, the business concept of the Classic Car Coin is based on various subareas. While structuring the portfolio is the core business of the Classic Car Coin, the
purchase and sales of classic cars and modern classics also constitute an additional
source of income for the company.
As part of this business area, classic cars and modern classics are to be acquired at
lucrative prices. Restoration measures are to be performed in this context when a
corresponding increase in value can be expected.
The market situation is analyzed in regard to sales transactions. If no suitable buyer
can be found, or if the experts see great growth potential in a vehicle, it will be added
to the Classic Car Coin project portfolio. Trade in classic cars and modern classics is
governed by the Farsight Automotive B.V. Decisions pertaining to the sales channel are
under the purview of the management.

5.6 Services
Servicing and restoration also play a major role in maintaining a portfolio of classic
cars and modern classics. Hence, this business area is also part of the Classic Car Coin
concept. The experienced team behind the project possesses wide-ranging expertise
in the restoration, maintenance, and evaluation of classic cars and modern classics.
With regard to profit maximization, this knowledge base should not only be used to
build up the portfolio.
The provision of services centered around classic cars and modern classics also
constitutes an attractive source of income. In particular, this is to be considered in
light of the fact that the number of experts who possess this specialist knowledge
and the requisite skills is decreasing rapidly due to a major paradigm shift within the
automobile industry.
In detail, the services offered by the Classic Car Coin include the following positions:
•
Repair and restoration
•
Administration and maintenance service of customer vehicles
•
Parking space, storage service and provision of a showroom
•
Pick-up and delivery service for customer vehicles
•
Purchase consultation and market research
•
Private sale and discreet mediation of rare vehicles
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6. Farsight Automotive B.V.
Farsight Automotive B.V. was established in 2019 specifically for the implementation
of the Classic Car Coin. Building on the longstanding know-how of its founders, the
company focuses on the consistent and successful implementation of the Classic Car
Coin project.
Farsight Automotive B.V. is based in the Netherlands.
Argon 1
4751XC Oud Gastel

6.1 Management
The team behind Farsight Automotive B.V. is characterized by much more than just
specialist knowledge and industry-specific know-how. In particular, their passion and
expertise in regard to the classic car and modern classics market are what drive the
two CEOs of the project. Jürgen Delkus and Jörg Lorbach are united by a longstanding
professional partnership.

Jürgen Delkus
From the very beginning, his fascination for cars played a fundamental role for Jürgen
Delkus. After his apprenticeship as an automobile mechanic and his first job at
Lamborghini in Bonn, he obtained qualifications as a technical business economist
with a focus on marketing.
Subsequently, he was responsible for marketing at Action Concept GmbH for more
than 15 years. Via close contacts with the automobile industry in the field of product
placement and his own activities as a motor sports pilot as part of the long-distance
championships and the 24h race at the Nürburgring he established the business area
race concept. Race concept specializes in the execution of events, promotional, and
PR activities in motor sports. In addition to his activities on motor sports pilot on
the racetrack, he served as the CEO for Event-Marketing Nürburgring GmbH in 2001
and was responsible for the execution and marketing of motor sport events at the
Nürburgring. Subsequently, he returned to Action Concept GmbH as a member of the
management team in order to drive the expansion of its new digital media channels.
In 2009, he founded Anyframe – Branded Entertainment, his first company. Due to
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the company´s original location at Classic Remise Düsseldorf, his private passion
for historic vehicles also became part of his professional life. At the same time, the
opportunity arose during this period to expand a network centered around classic cars
and modern classics.
The emphasis of his own agency Anyframe is on advising and implementing
contemporary communication concepts and projects. His clients consist primarily of
companies from the automotive industry. Jürgen Delkus has worked for the renowned
vehicle manufacturers Citroen, BMW, and Ford, as well as for regional subsidiaries of
Alfa Classic, Ferrari, and Maserati, since as early as 2009.

Jörg Lorbrach
After his apprenticeship as a car mechanic, Jörg Lorbach studied automotive
engineering at the University of Applied Science Cologne, where he obtained his
Diplom degree in engineering. Immediately after his studies, he worked at DEKRA
Automobile GmbH, where he trained as an inspector engineer, expert assessor, and
technical expert in the field of motor vehicles.
Je then applied the knowledge and skills acquired in his position as the Director for
Stunt & Special Effects at Action Concept GmbH. He was responsible for the technical
implementation of car stunts as well as the development of special structures. Among
other things, he gained his economic expertise through the establishment of the label
Production Concept GmbH Co. KG, which has come one of the largest service providers
in Europe with a focus on action movies.

6.2 International orientation
Farsight Automotive B.V. is headquartered in the Netherlands.
This is not to be understood as a limitation of business activities to the Central
European region. Extensive contacts in procurement and sales markets in North
America already exists. Furthermore, thanks to far-reaching business contacts, the
Asian region is also part of the Classic Car Coin´s target market.
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6.3 Benefit from economies of scale
Farsight Automotive B.V. specializes in the structuring of a strategic portfolio of
classic cars and modern classics. Via the aggregation of the resulting tasks within the
organization, extensive economies of scale can be realized which contribute to the
approach of profit maximization.
Cost advantages can be realized in almost all areas of its business activities. With
increasing capital stock and the associated expansion of the portfolio, the costs
for maintenance, storage, acquisition, and liquidation of the individual vehicles are
significantly reduced.

7. Additional advantages of the Classic Car Coin
The Classic Car Coin prioritizes the needs of investors and rewards them via various
methods for their faith in the project. Apart from profit participation, owning Classic
Car Coins is associated with additional benefits which will appeal not only to profitoriented investors, but also automobile enthusiasts.

7.1 Exclusive events
With the expansion of a portfolio of potentially high-growth classic cars and modern
classics, the collection of historical vehicles backing the value of the Classic Car Coin
will gradually grow. Farsight Automotive B.V. will organize events at regular intervals.
All investors who have completed the registration procedures will receive the
opportunity to attend these events in order to interact with like-minded people and
establish new contacts.

7.2 Exclusive rental offers
Farsight Automotive B.V. offers its investors exclusive deals for the rental of classic
cars. Together with various cooperation partners a wide range of vehicles is provided,
which can be rented by investors at a reduced rate.

7.3 Exclusive service offers
Investors in the Classic Car Coin also receive discounts on the services offered by
Farsight Automotive B.V. In addition to maintenance, inspection and restoration, these
services also include offers for the evaluation of private vehicles and the procurement
and sale of private classic cars.
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8 Financial data of the Classic Car Coin
In order to enable interested investors of the Classic Car Coins a better assessment of
the potential of the project, Farsight Automotive B.V. prepared a “Valuation Report” in
advance. The report was compiled by the company “Equidam”.

8.1 Pre-Money Valuation
Four different measurement methods were used to calculate the pre-money valuation.
The application of several methods is regarded as a best practice approach in company
valuation. In the course of this, the company is viewed from different perspectives in
order to enable a more comprehensive and reliable valuation. The methods used in
the Classic Car Coin correspond to the IPEV guidelines (International Private Equity
Valuation).

The pre-money evaluation is carried out on the basis of the measurement methods
shown in the graph. The actual valuation is based on the weighted average of all four
measurement methods. The value of the Classic Car Coin before the first financing
phase was estimated by the independent rating agency at € 5,668,805.

8.2 First financing phase
Farsight Automotive B.V. has already provided advance services to ensure rapid
expansion of the portfolio. Lucrative investment properties have been acquired and
can be procured within a short period of time in the course of the initiated financing
phase.
In the course of the first financing phase, a capital requirement of €4,250,000 will be
put out to tender.
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The issuance of the Classic Car Coins initially dilutes the capital by 40.81%. The
issuance of the Classic Car Coins initially dilutes the capital by 40.81%. This results in
a post-money valuation of € 10,413,662 after the successful first financing phase. A
total of 59.19% of the shares will remain in to the management.
Initially, only one financing phase is planned. A further capital dilution can be carried
out by the management after announcement.

8.3 Use of funds
Farsight Automotive B.V. has already provided all the prerequisites for building up its
portfolio of classic cars and young classics as well as for managing the digital assets
of its users. The capital collected in the first financing phase can therefore be used
almost entirely for the procurement of the vehicles. The following chart illustrates the
distribution of capital.
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8.4 Further Information
Interested investorss can obtain more detailed information on the STO and the Classic
Car Coin’s “Valuation Report”. In this regard, an enquiry should be sent to mail@
farsight-automotive.com.
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